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Dolby Atmos Promises to Revolutionize the Cinema
Entertainment Experience
Dolby Atmos is a new audio platform that promises to
deliver a more natural and realistic sound-eld in the
cinema, and transport movie goers into the story with a
lifelike, sensory experience. Dolby Atmos introduces
a hybrid approach to mixing and directs sound as dynamic “objects” that envelop the listener, in combination with channels for playback. The new audio format
enables adaptive rendering to ensure that the playback
experience is as close as possible to the creator’s original vision in any given environment, regardless of the specic speaker conguration
in the playback environment. Dolby Atmos is an end-to-end solution that takes into
account the entire content pipeline and brings together mixers, studios, and distributors
to create dramatic improvements in the audio experience. At launch time, numerous
movie theatres in North America, Europe, China, and Japan were outtted with Dolby
Atmos. These included one Canadian location – the SilverCity-Yonge Eglington
Cinemas (Cineplex) in Toronto, ON. The rst movie to be demonstrated with Dolby
Atmos is Disney Pixar’s Brave. Dolby Atmos will be installed in more movie theatres
in 2013. www.dolby.com

Sony and Panasonic Team Up to Develop Next Generation OLED TVs
Sony and Panasonic recently agreed to join forces on the development of next-generation OLED (organic
light-emitting diode) panels and modules for TVs and large-sized displays, to compete with the OLED TVs
coming out later this year from Samsung and LG. They plan to jointly develop printing method-based OLED
technology, which will be suitable for low-cost mass production of large, high resolution OLED panels and modules.
Sony and Panasonic aim to establish mass-production technology during 2013, by integrating their unique technologies
to improve the overall efciency of development. Sony
launched the world’s rst OLED TV in 2007 with an 11-inch
screen, followed by a 25-inch professional OLED monitor in
2011, although due to high pricing neither model sold well.
Panasonic is a leader in the technology development of
large-sized screen, high-resolution OLED panels and utilizes
the cutting-edge “all printing method”, among other printing
methods which have the advantage of being competitive for
producing large-sized screens at a lower cost. When will we
see the rst OLED TVs come out of this new relationship?
Keep reading the CANADA HiFi magazine for the latest
developments!
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Sharp AQUOS LC-90LE745U 90-inch 3D LED TV
To create a truly immersive, cinematic experience you need a big
screen, a really big screen. With a 90-inch screen, the new Sharp
AQUOS LC-90LE745U claims to be the world largest LED TV.
Standing nearly four feet tall and spanning six feet eight inches wide,
the 90-inch AQUOS offers over two and a half times the viewing area
of a 55-inch screen. It features cutting edge technology, including
Smart TV functionality, built-in Wi-Fi and full internet connectivity for access to streaming video services, as well as an LED backlight and full HD 1080p (1920 x 1080) resolution. Giving this TV its
outstanding picture is a unique “double dome” ultra brilliant LED
system that illuminates over 6 million dots on screen to produce the
highest brightness and purest colour, with incredibly deep contrast.
For those craving a larger than life at-home cinematic experience,
Sharp’s AQUOS 3DTV technology produces a brighter 3D experience, with reduced crosstalk blur. Available
now. MSRP: $9,999 CAD. www.sharp.ca

Pioneer SMA Series Wireless Music Speaker Systems
Pioneer’s new SMA series consists of three wireless music speaker
systems, each equipped with the latest wireless technologies including Apple’s AirPlay, DLNA 1.5, Wireless Direct and HTC Connect
(for streaming from HTC One smartphones). Users of iPhone, iPad,
iPod touch and computers running iTunes can connect via AirPlay
for playback of music in a single room or multi-speaker/multi-room
setup. DLNA 1.5 connectivity enables users to listen to music content pushed from their compatible networked devices, including a
Mac computer, PC or handheld smart device via their existing home
network. All three models offer Pioneer’s Wireless Direct technology, which allows the speaker to act as its own
Wi-Fi wireless access point. Through Wireless Direct, no home network is required, giving users the freedom to
use the speakers in rooms where a Wi-Fi network might not be available. Additionally, with the XW-SMA3 model,
the included rechargeable battery provides added convenience and portability allowing users to enjoy music from
the speaker anywhere inside or even outside the home. Available in August. MSRP: XW-SMA1 ($329), XWSMA3 ($429) and XW-SMA4 ($429). www.pioneerelectronics.ca

Onkyo Top-of-the-line 2012 AV Receivers
Onkyo’s latest high-end AV receivers pack a serious sonic punch combined with cutting edge
technology and features. This release includes a
new lavishly outtted nine-channel agship TXNR5010; a more moderately priced nine-channel
TX-NR3010; and a high-power seven-channel
TX-NR1010. The lineup includes the world’s rst
full 11.4-channel implementation of DTS Neo:X,
and the rst use of Cisco Linksys’ SimpleTap
technology in an audio/video component. Other
technology highlights of the new models include:
THX Ultra2 Plus certication, Audyssey MultEQ
XT32 room equalization, dual HDMI outputs, InstaPrevue picture-in-picture and front-panel HDMI port for phone/camcorder. Each model offers 8 HDMI inputs
which support 3D video plus Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. Bluetooth 3.0 and aptX wireless audio
streaming is offered via an optional adapter. With Ethernet for access to preloaded audio streaming channels such
as Spotify, and connectivity for smart phones, tablets, and PC via DLNA or Bluetooth, these receivers are designed
for seamless integration into users’ digital lifestyles and to distribute entertainment throughout the home. MSRP:
TX-NR5010 ($2999), TX-NR3010 ($2299) and TX-NR1010 ($1799). www.onkyo.ca
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MartinLogan Mikros 70 In-Ear Headphones
MartinLogan’s new Mikros 70 in-ear headphones are inspired by the sonic clarity and detail of the company’s legendary electrostatic speakers. The Mikros 70 promises to deliver realism, richness, and purity of
sound, while the superb ambient noise isolation preserves the subtle nuances of recorded sound. Each pair
of Mikros 70 headphones includes a variety of ear tips (3 sizes of bulb tips and 2 sizes of ange tips) for a
comfortable, snug t that isolates up to 97.8% of ambient noise. Mikros 70’s in-line remote/microphone
controls volume, play/pause, track selection, voice control, and allows seamless transitions between listening to music and phone calls on compatible Apple devices. The remote and microphone also function with
a variety of smart phones, digital media players, and similar devices with a standard 3.5mm 4-conductor
socket. Should be available by the time you read this. MSRP: $169 CAD. www.martinlogan.com

D-Link MoveNite Plus Streaming Media Player
D-Link’s MovieNite Plus (DSM-312) aims to transform any TV into the ultimate entertainment centre. It allows users to stream movies and TV shows at up to 1080p, as well as music right to their TV, including content from VUDU, Netix, YouTube, Facebook, and
coming soon, Hulu Plus. MovieNite Plus also turns the TV into a digital photo album with Picasa, allowing users to share memories
in stunning HD quality. In addition, it offers over 130 channels and apps for endless
entertainment choices, providing something for virtually everyone in the family.
MovieNite Plus is equipped with built-in wireless and Ethernet connectivity for
quick and easy connection to a home network, HDMI output to stream HD movies
up to 1080p, and composite audio/video connection to turn any analog TV into a
Smart TV. Users can also conveniently access live video from mydlink-enabled
Cloud Cameras on a TV via the mydlink app to monitor their home or keep an eye
on kids or pets. Out now. MSRP: $79 US. www.dlink.com

A Sneak Preview of the 2012 Toronto
Audio Video Entertainment Show!
Suave Kajko
Do you enjoy listening to music or
watching movies? Perhaps you’re
thinking about setting up a home
security system or some outdoor
lighting? Have we got a treat for
you then! The Toronto Audio Video
Entertainment Show (TAVES) is all
about discovering new consumer
electronics brands, products and entertainment media. It is also about
educating visitors about various
product categories and technology,
as well as promoting smart buying
decisions. TAVES caters to both
consumers and industry professionals – it is recommended that industry professionals visit the show
early on Friday. Last year’s inaugu-
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ral edition of TAVES was a glowing
success. The show attracted exhibitors and visitors not just from across
Canada but from many other parts
of the world. This fall, TAVES, presented by Porsche, will return to the
King Edward hotel in downtown
Toronto from Friday, September
28 to Sunday, September 30 with a
much bigger bang – offering a signicantly greater number of exhibitors, brands and product categories
as well as some fantastic new show
features. Some 65 exhibitors will
showcase more than 300 different
consumer and commercial electronics brands all under one roof – the
show will span nearly three and
a half oors of the King Edward
hotel. The 2012 TAVES promises

to bring the most comprehensive
number of product categories under
one roof and provide visitors an entertaining experience like no other
show of its type.
We are thrilled to announce that
the 2012 TAVES will feature demonstrations of many more product
categories than last year’s show.
The various categories that you can
expect to experience this year will
include 2-channel music systems,
home theatre systems, headphones/
earphones, headphone amps and
DACs, computer speakers, mirror/
glass TVs, security systems, lighting systems and even tablet and
smartphone accessories. There will
also be plenty of products for purchase at the show like headphones,
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earphones, CDs, records, concert mester High-End Surround Sound their high-end siblings. Burmester
Blu-rays, tablet and smartphone ac- System. But sorry… no laps around will be demonstrating some of these
cessories, and much more.
the hotel lobby.
more affordable components in anA new, signicantly bigger
In a similar move, Burmester, a other room at TAVES.
seminar space will offer visitors a very exclusive German audio manAs mentioned above, the 2012
chance to learn from experts about ufacturer, will demonstrate an ex- TAVES will witness a dramatic imthe latest audio video entertainment otic $500,000 audio system during provement in education offered at
options, room and equipment setup the Saturday evening performance. the show, thanks to a well-rounded
tips, buying a new TV set or projec- A DJ, together with a group of per- range of informative yet fun semitor, the benets of display calibra- formers, will round out the eve- nars, presented by industry experts.
tion, and much more. There will ning’s entertainment. We invite all Among our presenters will be two
be approximately 10 entertaining- TAVES visitors and industry pro- distinguished guests - Marc Saltzyet-educational seminars this year, fessionals to join us for a few cock- man and Yanic Simard. Marc has
ranging from beginner topics to tails! The Burmester system will reported on the high-tech industry
more advanced ideas. Two of the consist of audio components from since 1996 as a freelance journalseminars will be presented by spe- the company’s agship Reference ist, author, lecturer, consultant, and
cial guests and television person- Line: four B100 loudspeakers, four radio and TV personality. Yanic is
alities Marc Saltzman, Canada’s 911 power ampliers, the 077 pre- a top designer and television perforemost technology expert and amplier, a pair of the 100 phono sonality that has been featured in
Yanic Simard, one of Canada’s top preampliers, as well as the 948 many Canadian and international
interior designers. So kick back power conditioner. In addition to publications - you might also recand learn something new in a laid this, Burmester will use TAVES as ognize him from his regular design
back environment, while grabbing a launch platform for its brand new guest expert appearances on the
a drink and a snack from the café 111 Reference Line Musicccentre, Canadian acclaimed #1 Citytv show
inside the seminar room. And if all to be shown for the rst time in Cityline. The new TAVES seminar
of this wasn’t enough, a number of Canada. The 111 Musicccentre is a space will accommodate a lot more
interactive seminars set up inside cutting-edge digital playback server visitors and feature a café at the
other smaller rooms will give visi- which offers outstanding audio qual- back of the room that will offer a
tors an opportunity to make product ity and features a built-in preampli- relaxed atmosphere for those who
comparisons in intimate, home-like er, on-board music storage as well wish to sit closer to the back of the
environments.
as an attractive suite of analog and room and chow down on a snack or
Let’s take a look at some of the digital inputs. It is capable of music enjoy a coffee. All of the seminars
highlights of this year’s show.
playback from its internal storage are free, with admission, offer nonIn a ground breaking move for or from a home network and can brand specic advice from industry
a consumer electronics show, the be controlled by Apple devices and experts and you certainly won’t be
2012 TAVES will be presented by web browsers. Of course for most pressured to buy anything. The
Porsche, one of the nest car manu- of us everyday people, a music sys- 2012 line-up of seminars conrmed
facturers in the world. In addition tem of this caliber is nothing but a at the time of this writing includes
to being the headline sponsor of fantasy – think of it as a supercar at the: Entertainment Rooms and
this year’s event, Porsche will give an auto show. However the good Interior Design, TV Buyer Guide
TAVES visitors an unprecedented news is that Burmester does offer – LCD, LED, Plasma and OLED
opportunity to jump inside the 2012 components in much more achiev- (2D and 3D), TV / Projector CaliPorsche 911 Carrera S and experi- able price ranges, many of which bration, Why Should You Consider
ence the new top-of-the-range Bur- offer trickle-down technology from Upgrading Cables in Your System,
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Introduction to Digital Music Files and
Playback, as well as The Future of Music
Entertainment. Following each seminar,
visitors will have a chance to ask the presenters a few questions. More seminar
topics will be conrmed a little closer to
the date of the show – for a complete list
of topics and the schedule, please check
out the ‘Seminars’ page on www.taveshow.com.
Like last year, there will be an impressive number of 2-channel music systems
for everyone to listen to at TAVES – in
fact there will be so many amazing systems on demonstration that serious music
fans should consider purchasing a multiday pass to the show this year. But the
2012 TAVES will also showcase many
more home theatre systems than shown at
last year’s event for the simple reason that
more and more consumers are integrating
home theatres into their homes. An outstanding example of this is a Canadian distribution company called Pacic Cabling
Solutions (PCS) which will be outtting
the largest room at the show with a $50,000
home theatre system. This state-of-the-art
system will consist of MK Sound speakers, Marantz electronics, a commercial 3D
projector from LG, a Grandview Crystal
Screens 3D projection screen, Palliser
home theatre seating (with LED lighting
and the Buttkicker Individual Seat Control System) and more. For those of you
not familiar with MK Sound, the company
is a legendary speaker maker that has long
been the brand of choice for professionals
in the music and movie industries. MK
Sound speakers have been used for sound
mixing and editing of countless movie
soundtracks including Star Wars Episodes
I through III, the Lord of the Rings trilogy,
Pearl Harbour, Black Hawk Down and
many more. It is also the speaker brand
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of choice by companies like from earphones to desktop audio and even
Dolby Labs and DTS. In fact, high-end wireless DACs (digital to anaMK Sound is considered as the log converters). Atlantia, a distributor of
#1 speaker in the world by the technology products for the PC & MAC
Skywalker Ranch. Partnering market, accessories for Apple devices and
these speakers with electron- various lifestyle products, has conrmed
ics from Marantz and LG’s to bring at least four of its brands to the
latest 3D projector will excite 2012 TAVES. These include SMS Audio
your senses like never before. (wireless and wired headphones/earphones
Whether you’re a movie buff, endorsed by 50 Cent, and accessories),
a video gamer or enjoy listen- AudioEngine (powered computer speaking to Blu-ray concerts – this is ers, compact ampliers, wired and wireone demonstration you won’t less DACs, and accessories), Etymonic
want to miss!
(earphones, kids earphones, headsets and
And Pacic Cabling Solutions’ involve- hearing protection) and LOGiiX (unique
ment in the 2012 TAVES doesn’t end there. cases and accessories for Apple products
The company will also be demonstrating a
number of other products including LG
commercial/home products, Aeria invisible TV mirrors and speakers, CAST
outdoor landscape lighting systems, Ascendent security systems, TPS surge protection, Factor commercial audio systems,
Cascade Acoustic panels as well as Mount
Werks commercial and home equipment
racks. This is just a sampling of the product lines that PCS will share at the 2012
TAVES, so be sure to check out their multitude of displays at the show and look for
their ballot box for a chance to win some
very exciting products.
If you’re looking to purchase your rst and other tablets and smartphones, as well
pair of headphones or earphones, or look- as computer accessories).
ing to upgrade your old pair, you’ll be
If you enjoyed what you read above,
glad to know that this year’s TAVES will you’ll be glad to know that this is just a
feature a larger number of exhibitors dem- small sampling of what the 2012 Toronto
onstrating these products – some will also Audio Video Entertainment Show will
be selling them right at the show. The offer. If you’d like to discover and excompanies that have conrmed to display perience many of the latest entertainment
headphones/earphones and various acces- options and consumer electronics there is
sories at the time of this writing include truly no better place to go than TAVES.
Paradigm, Bose as well as distributors So bring your family and friends and have
VMAX Services and Atlantia. Paradigm some fun! The 2012 TAVES will take
will display its SHIFT line of products, place at the King Edward hotel in downwhile Bose will shows its line of Quiet- town Toronto from Friday, September 28
Comfort headphones. VMAX Services to Sunday, September 30. Tickets are $22
will showcase two of its desktop audio and you can save $5 by purchasing your
and mobile product lines in a large dis- ticket directly from www.taveshow.com
play area, inside the Vanity A ballroom. or by printing a coupon from the TAVES
Among the products demonstrated by Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
VMAX will be a full line-up of products taveshow. For more detailed information
from HiFiMAN, renowned for its ear- about TAVES, please visit www.taveshow.
phones, orthodynamic headphones, tube com. We sincerely hope to see everyone
and solid state headphone amps and por- there! Check out the following page for
table music players. Also on display and a list of some of the brands (conrmed at
ready for demonstration will be the com- the time of this writing) that will be shown
plete line of NuForce products – ranging at the 2012 TAVES.
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2012TAVESBrands (confirmed so far...)
1877Phono
AAD by Phil Jones
Acoustic Silver cables
Acoustic Transparency Products
Aeria
Alpha Design Labs
Amphion
Anthem
Ascendent Technology Group
ATI
Atlas Sound
Atlona
Atohm
Atoll Electronique
Audio Analogue
Audio Exklusiv
Audio Note (UK)
Audio Note Kits
Audio Sensibility
Audio Space
AudioEngine
AudioQuest
Auralic Electronics
Belden
Blue Circle Audio
Blueberry Hill Audio
Bose
Boston Acoustics
Bryston Ltd
Buffalo
Burmester
C2G
Cabasse
Calyx Audio
Cambridge Audio
Capriccio Continuo (ATD)
Cardas Audio
Cascade Audio Engineering
CASTA Acoustic Speakers
Channel Vision
Charisma Audio
DACT
Dual
ELAC
Electrocompaniet
EMT
Etymonic
ExaSound
Factor Electronics
Figaro
Focal
Focus Audio
Furutech
Gershman Acoustic
GigaWatt
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Grandview
Hanss Acoustics
Harmonic Resolution Systems
Hegel
HiDiamond Cable
HiFiMAN
HiSound Audio
ICC
ICE Cable Systems
ICM Corp.
JE Audio Electronics
JPS Labs
Keith Monks
Kimber Kable
Kiwkset
Klaro Audio
Krolo Designs
Kubala-Sosna Cables
Kudos Audio
Leviton
LG Electronics
Living Voice
LOGiiX
M2-Tech
Madison Audio Lab
Madison Audio Lab
Manley Laboratories Inc.
Marantz
Mastersound
Michell Engineering
Mimetism Audio
miniwatt
MK Sound
MOON
MountWerks
Mundorf
Mystére
NAD Electronics
Naim Audio
Nordost
Nottingham Analogue Studio
NuForce
OmniMount
Onda Systems Inc.
onerey
Oracle
Palliser
Panamax
Paradigm
Pass Labs
Phil Jones Pure Sound
Platinum Tools
PrimaLuna
ProAc
PSB Speakers

Reference 3A
Rothwell Audio
Scheu Analog
Shanling
Shun Mook Audio
Siltech
Simaudio
Simon Yorke Designs
SMS Audio
Solid Rack
Soundsmith
Synthesis
System Audio
Tellurium Q
TentLabs
Total Protection Systems
Totem Acoustics
Tri-Art Manufacturing
Triangle
TTWeights Audio
Tube Magic
Usher Audio Technology
Vandersteen Audio
Velodyne
Verastarr
Vibra Pod
Vicoustic
VTL
Well Tempered Lab
Zu Speakers
Music from the following lables
will also be available at TAVES:
AIX Records
Analogue Productions
Audio Fidelity
Audio Quest
Blue Note
Chesky
First Impression Music
Groove Note
Impex Records
iTrax.com
Mobile Fidelity
Opus
Original Recordings Group
Premium Records
Premonition Records

Proprius
Reference Recordings
Shefeld Lab
Sony K2HD
Universal K2HD
XRCD
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Smart TVs: the Evolving Screens of the 21st Century
+ Standalone Devices That Can Make Your Existing TV Smart
Jeremy Phan
When the rst television sets arrived in
the 1930s, they changed the way information and media were brought to the
masses. For the rst time, moving images,
along with sound could be transmitted
and viewed by consumers. Since then, the
advent of satellite, cable and digital overthe-air technologies has allowed us to capture images on the other side of the world
and display them on TVs everywhere with
minimal delay. This allowed the television to quickly become one of the focal
points in the home. Fast-forward to the
21st century and the television nds itself
competing with tablets, smartphones and
computers. This is despite the availability
of personal video recorders (PVRs) which
offer time/place-shifting, high-denition
digital cable networks that offer hundreds
of channels, and on-demand movie rentals
the same day as the movie comes out on
DVD or Blu-ray. And that’s to name just
a few features currently available.
Now, new “smart TVs” are hoping to
lure consumers back in front of their sets
by once again making the television the
focal point of their media consumption.
Leading the pack in smart TV design are
companies like Samsung, LG Electronics,
Panasonic and Sony. The heart of these
smart, “connected” TVs is an active connection to the Internet, either through a
wired network connection (Ethernet/RJ45) or wirelessly (WiFi, either built into
the TV or available through a dongle that
the user can purchase and plug into the
TV). These smart TVs utilize the user’s
high-speed Internet connection to access
streaming media sites; download new applications (or apps if you prefer); and provide up-to-the minute news, weather and
other information such as social media
feeds. Manufacturers hope that by making
online media content accessible on consumers’ large, high-denition televisions,
that users will spend more time in front
of their televisions rather than with other
devices. Some of these new smart TVs are
not just “lean-back” devices (where users
are just receiving/viewing content) - many
are “lean-forward,” and include the ability
to interact with the television through ful-
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ly-functional, interactive apps, games and
other content. A few of these televisions
even include built-in webcams (or support
separate add-ons) for online video-conferencing capabilities through popular free
services such as Skype.
The most popular apps available for
download on smart TVs are of course, media applications. These include apps that
enable access to popular websites such
as YouTube (72+ hours of user generated
content is uploaded every minute to YouTube), Netix and the Cineplex Movie
app. Depending on the user’s geographical region, additional streaming media
sites may be available such as Hulu, BBC
and others. Unfortunately, not all sites
are available in all countries due the each
country’s specic licensing and copyright
issues with the individual content providers. For example, Netix USA has more
content than Netix Canada but the gap
is slowly narrowing. Other well-known
media outlets such as CNN, Time Magazine, the Associated Press, ESPN, and others are also available. On the static side,
popular applications include Flickr and
Picasa for viewing photographs, turning
the television into a giant slideshow.
Beyond media content, the latest smart
TVs have dual-core processors that rival
today’s leading-edge smartphones and
include full web-browsing capabilities as
well as application support. This turns the
television into the equivalent of many us-

ers’ personal computers or tablets – especially those who use these types of devices
primarily to access the web. To facilitate
this added interaction, the traditional television remote has also gotten smarter.
LG’s Wand remote for example, supplied
with the company’s higher-end TVs, has a
built-in gyroscope, allowing you to control a cursor on the screen by waving the
remote in mid-air. For a couple of TV
model generations, Samsung included a
full QWERTY (alphanumeric) keyboard
on the backside of the remote. Today,
Samsung’s latest high-end sets include a
new Smart Touch Controller which offers
a touch pad instead of the full QWERTY
keyboard. These new remotes are also
eschewing infrared technology, which
requires line of sight to operate, for Bluetooth technology, which offers a longer
range and does not require line of sight.
Lastly, games are a popular category of
applications for new smart TVs. Many
popular games such as Rovio’s Angry
Birds, Tetris, Poker, and others are available for download.
All these new, online features and applications may sound enticing but for many
users, they won’t be enough of a push to
upgrade their existing HDTVs just yet. If
you’re happy with your current set but
wish to add on these new features, there
are a variety of inexpensive upgrade paths
that will allow you to turn your “dumb”
television set into a much smarter one.
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open shield
[oh-puh’n sheeld] noun

1. Audio cable braiding technique that allows pure signal to
cut through interference.
2. Cable geometry wherein the positive and negative polarity
relationship enhances ﬁdelity.
Origin: 1979: < Kimber Kable 2752 South 1900 West Ogden, UT 84401 >

Visit us at the 2012 TAVES
this September!
Suite # 763

kimbercan@gmail.com — www.kimber.com

smartTVs
The rst two upgrade paths are to look
for devices that also include these online,
connected functions. For those that have
yet to upgrade to Blu-ray, look for a Bluray player from manufacturers such as
Samsung, LG, Toshiba, and Sony, that include online features. Users should carefully read the specications if they are
looking for a specic online functionality (such as YouTube, Netix, or others)
to ensure the specic Blu-ray player they
choose supports that application. The second upgrade path can be through gaming
consoles such as the Nintendo Wii (limited support), Microsoft Xbox 360 (requires Xbox LIVE membership), or Sony
PlayStation 3, which by their very nature
(requiring an online connection for online
gaming), typically also support various

online media sites and applications.
Another method is to purchase a media
streamer. These small, set-top boxes’ main
purpose is to play back media from either
local (home networked) sources or from
online streaming sites. Again, quite a few
manufacturers ensure that there is a wide
variety of devices to choose from. These
include the Boxee Box, Western Digital TV Live, Asus O!PLAY, LG’s aptly
named Smart TV Upgrader, Patriot Box
Ofce, D-Link’s MovieNite Plus, and
Sony’s Internet Player with Google TV,
to just name a few. All of these devices
are typically under $250 CAD (the cheapest is the Asus for $69 CAD). The prices
depend on connectivity options (Ethernet,
WiFi, USB, HDMI, SPDIF/optical out,
etc.), functionality (support for built-in
or downloadable applications, media for-
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mats, and network capabilities), and
their controller (simple remote versus a
smarter remote with a QWERTY keyboard, which is essential for searching and inputting text). These media
streaming boxes allow users to quickly
give their older HDTVs access to all
the latest online content by simply connecting an HDMI cable and a network
cable (or WiFi) connection. The best
part is that they can be easily swapped
out or moved to another television.
track-pad for easy access to the dashboard
Out of all the above-mentioned me- and maneuvering the cursor around, as
dia boxes, the Sony Internet Player with well as a fully backlit QWERTY keyGoogle TV (also known as the NSZ-GS7) board for quick alphanumeric input. The
looks to have the most potential for two Sony Internet Player with Google TV was
reasons - if licensing and other issues can recently released and retails for $199.
be ironed out with both content providers
For those looking to get the Android
and cable providers in Canada. Previously, experience on their HDTVs without
Sony had re- breaking the bank, there’s also Always
leased a Google Innovating’s simply-named “HDMI DonTV
product gle,” which plugs directly into an HDMI
in the US and port. It is only slightly larger than a USB
while it wasn’t memory stick but packs a processor and
a blockbuster memory (hardware specications haven’t
hit, it brought been nalized at the time of this writing)
a few new fea- and runs Android’s Ice Cream Sandwich
tures that this operating system. This diminutive dongle
writer believes has a full-edged web browser, provides
will eventually access to the Android Play Marketplace as
be mainstream. well as streaming services such as Netix.
The rst is the It also has built-in WiFi and Bluetooth
ability to har- connectivity. The technology has been liness Google’s censed to various third parties and should
immense search be hitting store shelves in time for the holpowers, which idays. In the meantime, there are a slew of
allow the user copycats with prices ranging from $49 to
to search anything and everything directly $99 depending on specications.
on their television. This includes local
“Smart TV” functionality is quickly
show times (and the ability to automati- becoming the new standard and will concally program a compatible PVR), social tinue to grow with the expansion of online
media feeds, and immense databases such content. Many consumers are hoping that
as the Internet Movie Database (www. one day they’ll be able to ditch their preIMDb.com), all from a single query eld. packaged cable services for customized,
The results are shown on the screen, side- on-demand, streaming content and conby-side with the live, associated content nected TVs will play a critical role in this
(Google TVs have a built-in picture-in- – by accessing media from the Internet, inpicture functionality, a feature that some stead of through traditional cable providTVs had in the 90s but that hasn’t found ers. Whether you’re looking for a brand
much use in this decade). Google TV’s new TV or simply looking to breathe
second ability is the Android platform on some life into your existing set through a
which it is based. This open-source plat- streaming set-top box, smart TV functionform, while not as extensive as Apple’s ality is something that should be attractive
iTunes marketplace, is the fastest growing to many consumers as it will open up your
smartphone platform, bringing along with TV to everything the Internet has to offer.
it a plethora of applications. Sony’s Internet Player remote includes an integrated
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Single system seeks party type
Hip. Loads of personality. No unnecessary baggage. Ready
to play in minutes. Eco conscious. The depth of a buddha and
the voice of an angel. Made for a long-term relationship.
If the MilleniaOne CT were a person it would be a soul mate,

the perfect partner, a dream date. Instead, it’s a dream
system. It looks and sounds so good because it’s a Paradigm
system: Paradigm has been producing the world’s best
sounding speakers for 30 years. Pop, rock, rap, electronic,
classical, jazz, new age, world, soundtracks — no matter what

how loud you listen, it will sound better
on the MilleniaOne CT. Movie dialog is clearer, the
shock value in special effects is, well … shocking, like it’s
supposed to be! The audio in video gaming is incredibly
immersive, you won’t just hear the action, you’ll feel it.
Music, movies, gaming, impressing your date. No matter who
you are, or where you live, what you like, or what you do,
you listen to or

Die-cast aluminum speakers, extruded aluminum subwoofer,
state-of-the-art drivers.

we want to be:

The 2.1 MilleniaOne CT reference system is a fully powered system that does not
require a receiver. It contains 2 speakers with stands, 1 subwoofer with stand,
control box, remote and all cables required.

The Official Sound of YOU™

For more information visit www.paradigm.com
© Copyright Paradigm Electronics Inc.
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Tube Magic
An Introduction to Tube Ampliers and How They Compare To Solid
State Ampliers
Malcolm J. Gomes
It is now well known that turntables are
making quite a strong comeback in the
world of high-end audio. What is less well
known is that a stable mate of turntables
during their golden age, tubes, are also
making a feisty comeback.
Most non-audio enthusiasts still regard
tube ampliers as relics of an age gone
by, something that belongs in a museum.
If these folks were to attend shows like
TAVES or RMAF, I am sure they would
be surprised to see many speaker manufacturers using tube rather than solid-state
ampliers to demonstrate their speakers to
show visitors. This is a testament to the
performance of well-designed tube ampliers.
When I have guests at home, many of
them look at my tube amplier and ask
me if I collect vintage audio equipment.
Imagine their surprise when I explain to
them that tube ampliers are back with a
vengeance and that some of the best performing ampliers available today are
based on tubes.
I then play them some tunes via my tube
amplier and most of them can easily
detect the warm and seductively smooth
quality of the reproduced sound, which
is very difcult to obtain even with very
good quality solid-state ampliers. This
is exactly why so many audio enthusiasts
are now gravitating towards tube ampliers despite the hassle and expense of having to change tubes periodically.
One confusing aspect about tube ampliers is the way you gauge their power output. In this regard they differ from their
solid-state counterparts. For example a
50 watt tube amplier will probably drive
your speakers to the same loudness levels
as a 100 or even 120 watt solid state amplier.
Tube ampliers also tend to be less tolerant of uctuations of speaker impedance
than solid-state ampliers. In many cases,
a solid-state amplier, will double its power to the speakers when the impedance is
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halved. This is not always the case with should let your ears be the arbiter to settle
tube ampliers. This means that you have this. To my ears, the push-pull design does
to be a lot more careful when matching sound a bit different to the single ended
tube ampliers with speakers, especially if design but not necessarily worse.
you have or plan to buy speakers that have
Most tube ampliers fall into either class
widely varying impedance properties.
A or class AB conguration. Generally,
Tube ampliers fall mainly into two most power triodes work in class A and in
categories, i.e. single ended or push pull. this conguration, most of the amplier’s
Let’s look at the difference between the energy is dissipated as heat and the output
two. With a single ended conguration power is relatively low. The sound qualyou have one power tube per channel, usu- ity of this class is very high, but they run
ally a triode type tube. Ampliers with this extremely hot.
conguration are usually relatively low
A typical design of a class A amplier
powered models and need to be matched will consume a lot of electricity and genup with very high efciency speakers to erate enough heat to force you to turn your
compensate for the low power output. air-conditioning unit up a few notches, but
These ampliers tend to sound very sweet the sound of this conguration, when well
and pleasing to the ear and to many tube implemented, is so sublime, many audio
fans, offer the ‘authentic’ sound of tubes.
enthusiasts think the trade-off is worth it.
A single ended design could also use varA more common class of tube ampliers
ious tubes per channel connected in paral- is class AB. In this conguration the delel mode. This conguration is known as a sign is more efcient and makes better use
parallel single-ended design and it is used of the electricity consumed. This means
to obtain more output power per channel.
that more of the electric current is conIn the push-pull tube amplier congu- verted into power that is sent to the speakration, two power tubes are employed per ers. The probable trade-off here is that the
channel, thus doubling the power output sound may not be as rened as a pure class
of the amplier. This design tends to use A conguration.
If you are just testing the waters with
tetrodes or pentodes. The character of
tube ampliers employing this design regard to tube ampliers, I would suggest
still sounds sweet and smooth while offer- that you opt for a push-pull type model
ing the advantage of more output power, with around 40 watts of power output.
thereby making them compatible with a This would be roughly equal to the power
output of a solid-state amplier with 70 to
greater range of speakers.
Some diehard single ended tube ampli- 90 watts of power and if you have speaker design fans rmly believe that the push- ers that are relatively efcient (better than
pull design does not deliver sound qual- 89 dB sensitivity) it should provide you
ity as good as a single ended design. You with plenty of power to play your music
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tubemagic
loud enough to rattle your windows.
ampliers tend to have lower outputs than
One of the key parts of any tube amequivalently priced solid-state ampliers.
plier is its output transformer. It plays
However, you should not take those ga very important part in determining the
ures at their face value. You should careultimate sound quality you get from the
fully audition the ampliers and let your
amplier. When shopping for a tube amears tell you if the models you are considplier, ensure that it uses a high quality
ering, have the required power output for
output transformer.
your needs.
Some of the better brands of output
There is also the perception that tubes
transformers are Hammond, Bartolucci, for models that have a sweet, smooth are harder to nd than transistors. This
Sowther, UTC, One Electron, Magne- sound that has very little listening fatigue, may be true for certain models of tubes
quest, Tamura, Lundahl and Electra Print. so that even after listening to it for an hour, but the more commonly used models like
In some cases, tube amplier manufac- it leaves you wanting more.
the E34L are widely available. For better
turers design and build their own output
Unlike solid-state ampliers, you can performance, the tubes you use should be
transformers or have them designed by an tweak the sound of many tube ampliers matched pairs for each of the two stereo
established manufacturer to their speci- by changing to a different model of tube. channels. Many tube amplier manufaccations.
This is as easily done as changing a light turers offer customers matched pairs when
When auditioning a tube amplier, light- bulb. With solid-state ampliers this is a it is time to replace the tubes. This service
ly touch the output transformer after about lot more difcult to accomplish because may cost you more, but it is worth it, as
30 minutes of listening. If it is too hot to you need a soldering iron and some exper- matched tubes will optimize the perfortouch, it could signify that it is working tise on how to use it to change transistors mance of the amplier.
under a lot of stress, which could shorten and other solid-state devices.
Another perception is that tubes need
the life of the transformer. It is important
In general, solid-state ampliers tend to to warm up for around 30 minutes before
that your tube amplier has a high quality be better than their tube counterparts when they sound their best, whereas solid state
power transformer. Here again, it should it comes to dynamics and control of the ampliers will sound good with just 5 to
work without getting too hot. Some of bass notes in the music, but well designed 10 minutes of warm up time. This is true
the better brands use an oversized power tube ampliers are usually superior in re- and although it might be a hassle, it is adtransformer so that it is not pushed to its producing the critical mid-range sounds visable to let a tube amplier warm up for
limits during operation thus extending its which make up most of the music.
at least 20 minutes before you begin critilife.
Let us now examine some of the myths cal listening.
So what should you be looking for in- surrounding tube ampliers. There is a
Yet another perception is that hybrids
side a tube amplier? Before we get into general perception that tube ampliers are of tubes and solid-state are a compromise.
that, let me lay down a caveat. This needs more difcult to maintain than their solid- This varies on a case-by-case basis and so
to be done with the utmost care, as there state counterparts. This is not necessarily you will have to hear and compare hybrids
are lethal voltages inside the amplier. It true. All you need is a soft, preferably cot- to pure tube designs and trust your ears to
is also important to check the manufactur- ton cloth to keep a tube amplier dust free. decide what is better for you.
er terms and conditions because in many Dust will diminish the performance of a
It is a myth that tube ampliers are excases, opening the amplier could void tube amplier and so a periodical cleaning pensive. Just like solid-state ampliers,
the manufacturer warranty.
tube ampliers come in a wide price range
is recommended.
If you are willing and able to look inside
It is also thought that tubes are difcult and don’t be surprised if some of the more
the tube amplier here is what to watch to handle. This is also a myth, although a affordable models outperform equivalent
out for. Ideally the circuits should be wired pair of gloves is recommended to avoid priced solid-state ampliers.
and soldered from one point to another grease from your ngertips from getting
Many audiophiles prefer to buy classic
rather than the more common and cheaper on the tubes, which will again, compro- tube ampliers made in the last century,
to implement printed circuit boards. If you mise the performance.
as they believe that they sound better than
nd that the tubes are soldered to a printed
It is true that tube ampliers are fussier their modern counterparts. While this may
circuit board, you may be better off look- about speakers than solid-state ampliers. be true in some cases, the downside to
ing at another model.
However if your tube amplier outputs buying classic models is that they may be
There are not too many parts in most over 40 watts per channel and you own or designed to use tubes, which are no lontube ampliers, basically resistors and choose speakers that have higher than av- ger in production and so may be difcult
capacitors, but these should be good qual- erage sensitivity (over 89 dB) you should to procure when it is time to replace the
ity from a reputable brand. Some of the be all right.
tubes.
brands that you can trust for high and conBottom line; don’t be afraid to dip your
All things being equal, it is usually
sistent quality are Duelund, Holco, Wima, cheaper to build a high-powered (over toes into the ‘tube’ waters. Like so many
Sprague, Hovland, Jensen, Alps, Noble, 100 watts per channel) solid-state ampli- audio enthusiasts today who decided to do
Cardas and Kimber.
er than a tube amplier with the same so, you might just be glad you did.
When auditioning a tube amplier look output. On paper, generally speaking, tube
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751BD 3D Blu-ray Universal Player
The Azur 751BD, designed and
engineered with passion in the UK

Introducing the best sounding
3D Blu-ray player yet!
First, a high-end Blu-ray player using the latest Marvel upscaler, which
delivers jaw-dropping 1080P video.
Second, thanks to the Anagram Technology Q5–24 bit/192khz up-sampler,
as found on Cambridge Audio’s flagship CD players, you get state-of-the-art
playback of your CD’s.
Third, with the supplied wireless dongle, you can stream your entire music
library from your network directly to the Anagram Technology up-sampler.
The result is high-resolution music without a single cable!
At last, a player that deserves to be the centerpiece of any home system.

To locate your nearest dealer, read the latest reviews and more,
visit www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by USA: Audio Plus Services - 800.663.9352 Canada: Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

WI-FI Enabled
Experience BD Prole
2.0 (BD-Live and
BonusView) and other
interactive features.

productreview
Samsung PN64E8000 3D Plasma TV

Michael Osadciw
There’s always a learning curve in life.
From the rst time I put my feet on the
pedals of a bicycle to the rst time I asked
a girl on a date, I learned how to make
the best of these experiences despite how
complicated or awkward they seemed at
the time. Admittedly, asking a girl on a
date for the rst time could have gone a
little smoother. In my 20’s, fresh out of
university, I wanted to explore the world
without fear and remember the time I
climbed a mountain with a friend in the
Yukon off the Dempster Highway and
stumbled upon a Grizzly bear and her
cubs. Now I’m in my mid-thirties and truly appreciate learning new things from the
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experiences that life sends my way. Case
in point is Samsung’s new PN64E8000
3D plasma TV ($3,999) from the top-ofthe-line E-series. Evaluating TV picture
quality and features is my passion and
provides me with plenty of new things to
learn – and is much safer than some of the
other experiences since it keeps me from
being mauled by Grizzly bears.
Samsung has created some wonderful
products over the years, each with its own
uniqueness compared to the competition.
In addition to watching movies and TV
shows, Samsung’s TVs allow us to visit
exotic places around the world from the
safety of the living room couch. The 2010
plasma C-series offered a signicantly
improved picture quality over previous

generations. The 2011 D-series further
improved picture quality, while making
a rapid movement to make TVs “smarter”
than ever before. The new 2012 E-series,
subject to this review, continues this trend,
especially in the “smart TV” department,
offering features previously not available
in TV sets from any manufacturers.
The exterior of the PN64E8000 appears
to look identical to last year’s D-series.
Its depth measures just 1.9 inches and
the dark borders around the screen create
the perception of a greater contrast ratio
when compared to Samsung’s borderless
LCD brothers. The screen surface has a
tinted and semi-reective nish to reduce
reections from the viewing environment
and likely to assist with achieving deeper
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black levels. The connections on the back touch pad on this remote. Since this is a
include 3 HDMI inputs, 2 USB inputs, a universal controller it will allow you to
terrestrial/cable RF input, and composite/ control other components such as Blu-ray
component inputs. The PN64E8000 has players, satellite boxes, etc. You will howbuilt-in Wi-Fi capability and also offers a ever need to use the external IR blaster (inhard-wire Ethernet option for faster and cluded) to allow this Bluetooth remote to
more reliable online service. A 53 page send IR commands to other components.
printed manual is included in the box and Would you prefer to use your Android or
an expanded E-manual can be accessed Apple device to control the TV? Samsung
directly on the TV itself.
has got you covered here as well – you
Samsung has given owners many op- can download control apps for just about
tions for controlling this TV. In the box, any Android and Apple product.
there are two remotes. The rst one is a
Oh, and we’re not done yet. I never
traditional Samsung infrared remote with thought I’d be writing about “Smart Inlarge backlit buttons – it is comfortable to teractions”, Samsung’s new buzz term for
hold and use. If you are buying this TV voice and gesture controls. That’s right just for its image quality and won’t be us- with the help from a built-in camera the
ing any of its “smart” features, this remote TV can recognize hand and arm moveis for you. But those who want to venture ments to change volume and channels as
beyond the traditional world of television, well as allow menu navigation. For this to
will quickly turn their attention to the new work, the TV must be mounted at a height
Smart Touch Controller which offers far where the camera can see you and there
more functionality – once you learn how must be some light in the room. Is this
to use it of course. Since this remote com- the future of TVs or what? The camera
municates with the TV via Bluetooth, you also doubles for Skype video calling. A
can control it pretty much anywhere in the built-in microphone delivers your voice
room without pointing it directly at the TV. to those on the other side of a Skype call,
The Smart Touch Controller does have the and like the camera, it doubles as a voice
essential TV buttons for power, channel, controller for the TV. If you are within
volume up/down, and some new keys for 14 feet of the TV, it will respond to your
menu navigation, voice control and func- commands after saying “Hi TV”. At this
tions. Functions are controlled by sliding point, the volume of the TV drops and the
your nger around and light presses of the TV listens for another voice command. A
cool feature indeed! This
reminded me of the scene in
Back to the Future II when
Marty McFly walks into his
living room and activates his
wall mounted TV with voice
commands. Since the movie
takes place in 2015, it looks
like the lm writers were
dead-on with this technological innovation. I’m still
waiting for the hoverboard
however. In practice I found
the gesture and voice control
to work well for the basic TV
functions but I did reach for
the “simple” remote to do essential rst time set-up items
like conguring my wireless
network. If you don’t want
Smart Interactions to interfere with your daily business
or to avoid any embarrassing
Samsung’s new Smart Touch Controller remote.
moments, you have the op-
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tion to disable both features. When looking at all the control options, Samsung has
clearly left the power in your hands – this
time not literally!
Now that I learned how to control the TV,
I began exploring its features. Samsung’s
Smart Hub gives you the feeling that the
TV and the PC have converged in the same
device. When connected to the home network, the web and media entertainment
can be enjoyed on a truly large screen
rather than the dinky screen of a desktop
or laptop computer. Many activities previously available only on computers are
now possible right on the TV: an advanced
movie, photo, and music experience; surfing the Internet on a full web browser;
using applications such as Facebook and
Twitter; and being able to watch Video
on Demand. There are over 200 free and
paid apps available for download from the
app store (just like on your smartphone).
Similar to the sharing capability of Apple
products, Samsung’s Allshare technology
allows content sharing with compatible
Galaxy Tablets and mobile phones. The
Smart Hub is navigated by the Smart
Touch Controller and becomes fairly easy
to operate once you get the hang of it.
The Smart Hub has received a facelift
since I last looked at it when reviewing
the 2011 Samsung TVs. I immediately
started looking at the free tness apps and
downloaded an app that has a nice Australian-accented tness instructor telling
me how I’m gonna do a great job. Rather
than watching the routine full screen, I
chose to watch myself in a virtual mirror as I’m doing the exercises. Since the
built-in camera is located at the top of the
TV, if you plan on wall mounting it and intend to use the camera, the TV must be at
a height that is suitable for Skype calling
and other interactive activities or else all
you might see is your head and the top of
the room. If you use a wall-mount, make
sure that it pivots.
But what if you don’t care about any
of the above features? Regular CANADA
HiFi readers should recall that previous
generations of the Samsung plasmas have
been praised for excellent image quality
in these pages. Those looking for a top
notch picture quality will also want to turn
their attention to the PN64E8000 since it
offers the very best picture of any Samsung TV.
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The PN64E8000 has sever- brightest white signals while
al picture presets all of which also delivering deep black
can be customized on a per levels without sacricing
input basis. With the excep- black detail.
tion of the Dynamic picture
Sitting at the top of Sammode, all other modes can sung’s TV line-up, the
be calibrated in the picture PN64E8000 is an active 3D
settings menus. The graphi- TV and will also convert 2D
cal design of the menu gives content to 3D content. The
an on-screen explanation of 3D picture controls are kept
how each image adjustment almost 100 percent separate
affects the picture, rather from the 2D modes, so the
than needing to refer to the image can be specically
manual.
calibrated with standard imThe picture presets include age controls and the 2-point
Dynamic, Standard, Relax grayscale system. The 10and Movie. The manual’s point control is locked out
explanation of these presets and the CMS adjustment
is useless. They assume borrows the values from the
you will never have this TV 2D mode. Despite the inexadjusted correctly to your ibility of the 10-point control
video equipment and room and CMS with 3D, I didn’t
environment, so provided nd I needed that extra conare a few options that you trol in 3D as I needed it in 2D.
can match “closest to” as The television comes with
the names somewhat sug- two pairs of active, lighter
gest. The amount of control weight, third generation 3D
Samsung gives over image glasses which are much more
parameters is mind boggling comfortable than any other
for the novice and without an pair I have previously used.
understanding of the video
Using my Accupel DVGsystem and capable measur- 5000 video generator, both
ing instruments, they will 1080i/p and 720p signals
be left untouched.
Sam- were displayed with no
sung has rightly buried all overscan and looked equally
of the advanced controls in sharp. 480i/p signals did
the “advanced” and “picture have a bit of overscan applied
options” sub-menus. Video and did not have a screen t
calibrators may nd it a bit option or an ability to adjust
cumbersome to navigate height and width separately.
so deep in a menu structure This means if you play a
for single adjustments (an DVD with 480i/p resolution,
advanced menu hot key on a little bit of top-bottom-side
a remote would be a great information will be lost. If
addition). For those of you using a Blu-ray player set to
interested in having this ref- either high def resolutions
erence video display cali- this won’t be an issue.
brated, Samsung offers both
Black level measured
2-point and 10-point systems 0.0062 fL with a 0% PLUGE
for precision gray scale and pattern because if the TV is
gamma adjustments, as well fed 0% only, the TV dims
as a Colour Management the panel to black like LCD
System (CMS). With correct sets do (measuring this
positioning of the controls, doesn’t represent the TV’s
there is enough range for the real black level with picture
picture to achieve a bright information and will give
picture without clipping, the a false contrast ratio mea-
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surement). While not the blackest panel
available, it is one of the higher performers. The PN64D8000 is not short on light
output for a screen this size and can compete with a wide variety of room lighting.
Without clipping the signal, this TV can
easily achieve a reference light level of 45
fL. I’ll accept these measurements as a
reference any day!
Greyscale was adjusted using both the
2-point and 10-point RGB controls with
the latter also used as a functional gamma
control. Despite all user presets being far
out from the D65 white point standard, I
found this TV exceptionally easy to work
with during the video calibration procedure, delivering results on the targets I
was after. After calibration, the TV measured exceptionally accurate at 10 drive
levels, with a dE of 3 or lower. The on/off
contrast ratio measured by alternating the
100 % white window and the 0 % PLUGE
measured at 7,250:1. More meaningful
is the 100 % ANSI checkerboard contrast
ratio which simulates real image content;
it measured an average of 1,100:1 from all
edges to the centre, which is excellent for
a plasma. All measurements were taken
with my reference Konica-Minolta CS1000A spectroradiometer. For more extensive calibration results, please visit the
CANADA HiFi Forum at www.canadahi.
com/forum.
Moving from test patterns to real video,
I rst watched the newly released Wrath
of the Titans (2D) Blu-ray, starring Sam
Worthington and Liam Neeson. A semisequel to the terrible remake of Clash of
the Titans, this movie packs both energetic and visual punch in its 90 minute runtime. The image displayed on the Samsung looked stunning with all of its detail
and resolution. In this dry world with
monsters and mayhem, the violent bursts
of ames and kicking up of dust looked
convincingly real during Perseus’ battles.
There is lots of action on the screen and
I didn’t feel that I missed a beat. The
Samsung panel is extremely fast in relaying fast action scenes to the viewer which
is great for action lms and gamers. The
high brightness of this TV, without the
sacrice of the deepest blacks, gives an
excellent sense of depth and shape to images on the screen. As Chronos goes on
a rampage at the lm’s climax, his ery
body and unchallenged power threatened
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to burn up the very room I was viewing
the movie in.
I also viewed Jackie Chan’s dramatic
role in 1911: Fall of the Last Empire, a
lm about the fall of the Qing Dynasty by
the brave revolutionaries who risked and
lost their lives. I was a little disappointed
with the length of the movie - feeling that
too many events were crammed into too
short of a time - but I wasn’t disappointed
with how the Samsung delivered this historical Chinese story. The warmth in hues,
rendering of colours and excellent contrast delivered in every scene resulted in a

to 3D conversion also performs well for
non-3D content.
To see the full resolution of 2D video
and to get the immersive experience of
3D, I recommend a viewing distance of
7 to 9 feet for this TV. Further distances
are certainly possible, but like any TV, the
smallest details of 1080p will become less
noticeable.
The Samsung PN64E8000 seems to deliver the same image quality as the previous generation 8000 series, with just a bit
more light output. Contrast, colour, grayscale, and resolution have solid delivery.

visually spectacular treat. I felt the same,
if not better, about War Horse. Absolutely
striking to look at in every possible way,
Janusz Kaminski’s cinematography was
replicated in the strictest fashion. I highly
recommend revisiting some of your Bluray collection on this television.
Satised with the TV’s 2D performance,
I moved on to some 3D content. The 3D
glasses included with this TV operate with
Bluetooth technology and their weight is
further reduced from last year. I watched
my favourite clips from the IMAX 3D
discs I own (Under the Sea, Hubble) and
a few other lms I had on hand (The Polar
Express, Final Destination 5). The glasses are a cozy t and delivered native 3D
content with ease. All 3D glasses dim the
picture and Samsung makes sure enough
light gets through from the panel. After
calibrating the 3D mode, I found the image to look spectacular. It wasn’t noisy.
It was punchy. It had enormous depth
and detail, and colours looked fantastic.
It looked just as if I were watching a 2D
movie without the glasses. The annoying crosstalk (one eye’s image interfering
with the other) doesn’t appear to be an issue here either because I didn’t notice it
throughout my viewing. Samsung’s 2D

The new Smart Touch Controller and voice
and gesture commands take some getting
used to but after practice they all become
easy to master. The improvements made
in the Smart Hub propel this TV to the
front of the pack, if social media and web
browsing is something you would like to
do on your TV. This TV packs excellent
value for a agship model with modern
and informative menus, extensive image
quality controls, and innovative use. I’m
highly impressed!
Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professional Video Calibrator/Instructor with The
Highest Fidelity
(905) 730-5996,
info@thehighestdelity.com,
www.thehighestdelity.com

quickinfo
Samsung
www.samsung.ca
1-800-726-7864
Samsung PN64E8000
3D Plasma TV
Price: $3,999 CAD
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Spin-Clean Record Washer MK II
Giovanni Militano
Records and LPs are making a strong comeback in
the music world and that’s
no lie. I have personally
re-introduced myself to
playing records recently,
thanks to the purchase
of the fantastic sounding
Rega RP3 turntable. My
current record collection
consists of some 100 LPs
and has been growing
consistently. As any selfrespecting turntable owner,
I want to take the best care
of my growing record collection, so I started looking into record cleaning
systems that would allow
me to deep-clean my LPs,
especially those dusty,
well used albums that had not been played
in years. That said, most of the record
cleaning machines or kits that I have come
across are usually far too expensive to justify for a small LP collection like mine.
My search for an economical and easy to
use LP cleaner led me to the Spin-Clean
Record Washer, a kit that has been manufactured and hand assembled in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (USA) since 1975. After 35
years on the market, the new Spin-Clean
Record Washer MK II started shipping in
June of 2010. Major improvements were
made to every aspect of the system - everything from redesigning and renishing
the molds, to developing higher precision
rollers, to manufacturing ufer and more
gentle drying cloths. To my knowledge
the Spin-Clean Record Washer MK II appears to be the least expensive thorough
record cleaning and washing system
available in the market today. It retails for
$79.99 US and includes everything you
will need to start washing your records except for water which you should be able to
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nd easily enough. Besides the low cost,
there are a couple important items that
make the Spin-Clean different from most
other record cleaners. The record washing system requires no power at all as the
cleaning process is performed completely
by hand. Another feature that makes the
Spin-Clean unique is that each side of the
record gets cleaned simultaneously – most
other cleaners will only clean one album
side at a time. One more item to note, not
only does the Spin-Clean accommodate
your regular 12-inch records it will also
accept and clean your 7-inch (45 rpm) and
also 10-inch special sized albums (including 78 rpm).
The Spin-Clean Record Washer MK II
was neatly packaged inside a cardboard
box which containted a washer basin and
lid, 4 oz washer uid, a pair of brushes, a
pair of rollers, two washable drying cloths
and the owner’s manual. The instructions
suggest that it is best to pre-wash the supplied drying cloths before using them for
the rst time to make them ufer and
more absorbent.

I must admit that I was anxious and
somewhat excited to get started and clean
my LP collection. Some of my records
date back to the 1970s and had not played
in eons. I set up the Spin-Clean as per the
included instructions. I started by inserting the two rollers within each side of the
washer basin to match the album size that
I would be cleaning. Next, I inserted the
two brush pads, which slide tightly into
the sloted midsection of the washer basin.
Then I lled the Spin-Clean basin with
distilled water - it took about 650 mL of
distilled water to ll the basin to the level
indicator mark. The nal step was to pour
three capfuls of the provided washer uid
directly over the brush pads. The supplied
record washer uid is a occulant – it
works by encapsulating the dirt and forcing it down to the bottom of the cleaning
basin. This prevents any dirt and debris
from being suspended in the cleaning bath
and being re-deposited back onto the record while being cleaned. The Spin-Clean
washer basin is a brilliant honey-bee yellow colour for a reason - the bright colour
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allows you to easily see all of the dirt as
it accumulates at the bottom of the basin.
This will help you visually assess when it
is time to replace the water and cleaning
uid.
The owner’s manual suggests to use distilled water rather than ordinary tap water
to wash your vinyl records. Distilled water
can usually be purchased from a local grocery store and a 4 Litre jug will typically
cost about $2. However, the Spin-Clean
owner’s manual also indicates that if distilled water is not available, tap water can
be used as a substitute. I denitely recommend using distilled water since tap water
often contains salts and other dissolved
minerals that may cause water spots and
streaking, or a build up of tiny particles
that can get trapped within the grooves of
the records.
To test out the Spin-Clean record washing system, I started with about one-third
of my album collection, or about 35 LPs.

The records I selected for
cleaning varied in age and
condition from new, with
very little play, to well-used,
dusty and streaky LPs. The
record cleaning process is
very simple: gently push the
LP in-between the cleaning
brushes and down into the
washing basin; rotate the
LP 3 times clockwise and
3 times counter-clockwise;
then wipe the LP dry with
the drying cloths. The record
cleaning system holds the LP
securely and tightly in place,
so in order to spin the album,
press your inner palms rmly
on the outside edges of the
record and rotate. Remember, you don’t want to touch
the surface of the record. Once the LP had
been cleaned, I used the two supplied drying cloths (one in each hand and folded
in half) to carefully lift and remove the
freshly cleaned LP from the record washing basin. The nal step in the cleaning
process is to wipe the record dry in a circular motion using the drying cloths. To
make sure the LP was completely dry, I let
it air-dry for a few minutes on each side.
As an optional cleaning step, I zapped the
freshly cleaned LP records with a Milty
Pro Zerostat 3 anti-static gun priot to returning it to the record sleeve – to make
sure the record does not pick up any dust.
Voila! You now have an incredibly clean
and shiny as new record, that certainly
doesn’t visually appear to be 30 years old.
Once I got into the swing of record cleaning I found that the whole process went
by fairly quickly and it only took about
two to hours hours to thoroughly clean

35 records. That’s not too bad for accomplishing this level of deep cleaning. The
instructions indicate that the bath water
will be good to clean up to as many as 50
records. The actual amount of LPs that
can be cleaned will vary somewhat, depending on how lthy or not your records
really are. I found that after cleaning 35
records (some which were quite dirty),
the bath water was ready to be replaced.
The amount of dirt and sediment that had
collected at the bottom of the basin was
absolutely remarkable. Who knew that
my records were so dirty? The cleaned
records looked like they were fresh off
the press. Seeing all this dirt at the bottom of the basin really conrmed that the
Spin-Clean does a very thorough job deep
cleaning vinyl records and left me with a
smile on my face.
I was very impressed with not only the
visual appeal of the pristine shine on all of
the cleaned records, but more importantly
with the improved sound quality after the
record cleaning process. My records, especially those that are most dear to my
heart, now sounded fantastic! After cleaning the records, surface and background
noise were hardly noticeable – seemingly
pushed deep into the background. All that
was left to do was to sit back, relax and
enjoy my old albums all over again. If you
don’t mind putting in a little elbow grease
to clean your records, the Spin-Clean Record Washer MK II will do an excellent
job of thoroughly cleaning your records.
Note that because of the preparation of
the kit and the cleaning method itself,
the Spin-Clean is best suited for washing
several records at a time. I give a strong
recommendation of the Spin-Clean record
cleaner to all value-conscience vinyl enthusiasts.
Giovanni Militano is the editor of
www.diyAudioProjects.com.

quickinfo
Spin-Clean International
www.spincleanrecordwasher.com
1-800-931-5850

The difference between the original and freshly washed records was remarkable. My
Supertramp record looked like it came fresh off the press!
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Spin-Clean Record WasherSystem
Mk II
Price: $79 US
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ASW Genius 310 Loudspeakers

Phil Gold
Rectangular oorstanding speakers don’t
leave much room for innovative style.
German manufacturer ASW has done a
good job here by offering a huge range of
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at feet – which are barely visible from
the front or sides. It goes without saying
that the t and nish are excellent.
ASW (for Accurate Sound Wave) was
founded in Vreden in 1987 and is distributed here in Canada by Tri-cell Enterprises. The 310 loudspeaker ($3,200 - $3,650,
depending on nish) is part of the Genius
series, which starts with the 110 bookshelf
and is topped by two larger oorstanders,
the three driver 410 and ve driver 510.
The Genius series is completed by the
AS 10 subwoofer and 210 centre speaker.
The Genius series sits above the Opus and
Cantius series but below the Referenz
series. In addition to loudspeakers, ASW
will also be happy to sell you its Ambitus
equipment racks.
The Genius 310 replaces the earlier Genius 300. I can’t tell you how the sound
compares but the looks have taken a giant step forward. On the earlier model,
straight angles, too much metal showing
and a rather awkward pedestal may have
spoken wonders for efciency but would
have won no prizes. The new speaker is
shorter, narrower and deeper, and scales
in at 17.5kg, down from 22kg. The low
frequency extension and efciency rating are both slightly down but I found
the 310s to comfortably exceed their paper specications on both counts. The
310, like many other ASW models, uses a
D’appolito array, which means the tweeter
is set directly between two identical bass/
midrange drivers, located above and below. This conguration is said to reduce
interference between the woofers and the
tweeter and permit a very smooth phase
response. It also goes a long way to emulate the ideal point source, although not
quite as far as speakers with concentric
drivers. That should help with the imag16 ne nishes, gently convex sides and ing characteristics of the speaker. Having
top and a very clean front bafe design. two woofer/midrange drivers also reduces
My review pair came in a rich cherry n- the strain on each one so you may expect
ish which exactly matched my wall unit. higher maximum volume than from the
It looked great in my living room. ASW more common 2 driver setup. The dome
provides two sets of feet – both spikes and tweeter which features a ceramic coating
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is protected by two metal hoops against
inquisitive children and tall dogs. Two
sets of high quality speaker connectors are
provided for biwiring or you can use single wires with the supplied jumper cables.
I used Nordost Valhalla biwire cable with
banana terminations for my tests.
With a sensitivity of 90 dB this is a very
efcient speaker so it should be easy to
drive, right? Not necessarily. It is also a
low impedance speaker so you need to be
sure your amplier is comfortable with a 4
ohm load. I tried a couple of amps. The big
ModWright KWA 150SE, a silicon based
powerhouse, can handle just about any
speaker on the planet with ease, and was
very happy here. The second amp was a
tube amp, with separate outputs for 4 ohm
and 8 ohm speakers. The 4 ohm tap proved
an excellent match for the 310 as expected
but with the 8 ohm tap the amp was not
able to drive the 310 so successfully. This
is no criticism of the 310 but par for the
course for many tube based amps, and
that’s why they offer multiple taps. Most
transistor amps will take the 4 ohm load
in their stride, but not all. You should try
before you buy. This speaker doesn’t need
a lot of power, just give it a few high qual-

ity watts and it will be happy.
my test recordings. I cannot fault it in
The 310 is a rear ported speaker so you fact, since its imperfections do not lie in
should leave space between it and the the area of doing things wrong (smearing,
back wall. I found it worked best angled collapsing the image, distorting, honking,
slightly in towards the listener. Like most clipping). One can only say that it doesn’t
speakers it benets from 50 hours or so reveal all there is to hear on the recordof break in but I found the sound immedi- ings. It has obeyed the Hippocratic Oath
ately impressive. It is a speaker that shows - “First, do not harm”.
no sign of strain, no noticeable distortion
Was there any area of weakness? If I had
at normal listening levels and it throws an to be critical I’d say it doesn’t have the
impressively wide and deep image. There dynamic wallop of some more expensive
is no lack of instrumental colour and with speakers and it doesn’t represent the last
its two small woofers, it seems to be able word in resolution. Presentation in terms
to start and stop on a penny. Or it would if of observed frequency response in my
Canada hadn’t just stopped minting pen- room was distinctly different to two other
nies. It was unfussy about the type of ma- pairs of speakers I had to hand, both more
terial I called on it to deliver, and it was expensive than the Genius 310. The refroom friendly. By this I mean I could walk erence YG Carmel ($18,000) and the new
around the room and the image suffered Totem Ember ($4,200) sounded more simno sudden falloff. It is not particularly ilar to each other in this respect than to the
sensitive to being placed in exactly the ASW. The ASW seemed to have a more
right spot as some larger speakers often prominent midbass and midrange with a
are, which makes it easy to get optimum lighter deep bass and less treble openness.
These characteristics are most obvious in
sound.
Now let’s dive into the listening tests. I the percussion. Brushes on cymbals were
found the Genius 310 consistently enjoy- drier here, and the deep thwack of the
able and musical. I enjoyed its excellent bass drum, while pitch accurate, was less
and stable imaging and the rich colour prominent in its impact. In practice the
of the various voices and instruments on overall shape of the response curve is far
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less important than its smoothness – the rite albums is Let It Bleed, which along
absence of big dips and peaks, and there is with a bunch of other Stones albums, I
no problem in this regard.
bought on SACD [ABKCO 90042]. “Love
Afrocubism [Nonesuch 2-525993] is in Vain” is a good example of a surprisgetting plenty of rotation in the Gold resi- ingly tender offering from Mick and the
dence these days, at least, when I haven’t lads. Jagger’s voice comes across in all its
left it in the car. If you haven’t treated raw glory. The band sounds easy on the
yourself to this superb CD yet, what are ears, offering a warmer, deeper balance
you waiting for? Track 14 is a wonderful than my reference speakers. “You Can’t
deconstructed version of “Guantanamera”, Always Get What You Want” combines
and it’s a perfect test track for acoustic in- the London Bach Choir, Madelaine Bell,
struments – Bassekou Kouyate on ngoni, Doris Troy and Nanette Newman with the
Eliades Ochoa on guitar and Toumani regular band plus the great Al Kooper on
Diabaté on kora. The 310 creates a very piano, french horn and organ. It’s a blast
wide soundstage and a very open acoustic here, with great attack and everything
sound, full of rich colour. You will certain- holding together exceptionally well in
ly feel the magic with these speakers.
a complex production. I prefer the choir
If a speaker can’t excite you on the best here to the reference speakers, which
produced Beatles album Love then it’s more readily reveal some poor miking and
game over [Capitol 0946 3 79810 2 3]. mixing decisions.
This one most certainly does. “Because”
For top notch female vocals look no
opens the album with just the voice track further than Jennifer Warnes - The Well
and some passing birds and bees. The ref- [CISCO SCD 2034]. On the title track
erence YG Carmel speakers do a better job her voice is deeper and softer through the
of revealing the individual voices, which ASW, and the cymbals are lower in level
come across here as tight harmonies rather with lower harmonics. But the bass guitar
than a collection of individuals, but that is excellent and the image holds up well.
doesn’t detract in the least from the fun. “Too Late Love Comes” doesn’t match
The imaging is great and the vocal tone the impact that the Carmel’s bring, the
is extremely realistic – you really feel the perspective being a bit set back and the
boys are in the room with you. “Bluebird/ accompaniment warmer than through the
Yesterday” brings ne guitar sound and a reference. It’s a different perspective but
very clear presentation of Paul’s voice and still striking and moving in a way that esthe accompanying strings. The Carmel capes many transducers.
dispenses with the very slightly nasal tone
On a massive orchestral work like
with which the 310 colours the vocal line, Shostakovich’s Tenth Symphony [Naxos
and puts more texture onto the strings with 8.572461] the frequency balance is imimproved dynamics all around (the differ- mediately noticeable – the treble being
ence between loud and soft), but remem- somewhat set back and the midrange and
ber the Carmel is about 5 times the price. midbass more forward than my reference
“While My Guitar Gently Weeps” is gor- speakers. Cellos gain weight and wind ingeous with its slightly fat middle bass sup- struments sound superb. The atmosphere
porting the whole structure and the gentler is suitably chilly but the threat coming
dynamics emphasizing the sheer beauty of from the deep bass is somewhat reduced.
George’s masterpiece.
Particularly impressive is the way these
What about something a bit more rau- slim speakers ll the room with a deep
cous? In my day you were either a Stones and wide image which does a lot to transfan or a Beatles fan – you couldn’t be both port you to the concert hall. Even though
– certainly not in public. Beatles were pop dynamics are not this speaker’s forte, it
and the Stones were rock. Such gener- holds up well at the climax even at high
alities are seen now to be simplistic. The listening levels, so I have to give it a high
Stones had their lyrical moments – think score on this difcult and complex mate“Lady Jane”, “As Tears Go By” while The rial.
Beatles brought us “Helter Skelter” and
This speaker is certainly highly com“Back in the USSR”. Today we recognize petitive. The most common failing in cona golden age and we can love them both tenders in this price bracket is not where
without embarrassment. One of my favou- you might look rst. It’s not the midrange,
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where the huge bulk of all sound comes
from. There are many excellent midrange
drivers around, and designers have learned
how to build cabinets around them to allow
these drivers to strut their stuff. Speakers
show a lot more variability in the bass but
the key area is the tweeter and its integration with the other drivers. That’s where
you get many peaky responses that can
sound fatiguing, or phase incoherency that
can give a speaker an unnatural feel and
reduce the chances of producing a strong
coherent three dimensional image. Even
though hardly any instrument will create
its fundamental tone within the tweeter’s
bandwidth, the harmonics from many instruments do reach the tweeter’s operating
area, and it is in the accuracy of reproduction of these harmonics that the true colour
of voices and instruments really lie. Transient response must also be fast enough
to keep up with the music or it becomes
lifeless, and it must be similar across all
frequencies. It can cost a lot of money in
crossover components alone, never mind
money spent on the tweeter, to get a good
result here. While the high frequencies are
not as open or as high in resolution as from
the reference Carmel, the top end here is
very well behaved overall, leading to high
marks in so many areas of sound as noted
in the listening test. This is a speaker you
can listen to for long periods without fatigue, and that’s always a good sign.
So here you have a very accomplished
speaker offering ne sound at a reasonable price in a superbly nished and attractive chassis. It’s a rened component
that serves a wide range of musical tastes
and placing few demands on your listening room or your amplier. Thumbs up
from me.

quickinfo
ASW Loudspeaker
www.asw-loudspeaker.com
Distributed in Canada by Tri-Cell
Enterprises, www.tri-cell.ca
1-800-263-8151
ASW Genius 310 Loudspeaker
Price: $3,200 CAD (standard nish),
$3,650 CAD (premium nish)
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productreview
Monitor Audio MR Series 5.1 Loudspeaker System
Michael Osadciw
Monitor Audio is a British company that was founded in 1972
and quickly established itself as
a credible manufacturer in the
audio community. The company’s prole has evolved over
the decades to include speakers
within different budgets, all the
while keeping consistent with
both design philosophy and build
quality. Monitor Audio is perhaps one of the most recognized
manufacturers using metal dome
drivers, a material that the company continues to rene, which
results in a sound distinctive
from paper or plastic cones. The
Monitor Audio MR Series represents the company’s most affordable range of full-sized speakers
and is designed for those who
would like to get a better quality, better sounding product than
speakers from a big box store at
a comparable price point. The
series consists of ve speaker
models: MR6 ($799/pair), MR4
($599/pair), MR2 ($399/pair),
MR1 ($299/pair) and MR Centre
appearance is a perfect t in smaller spac($259 each). The accompanying
MRW10 subwoofer goes for $499. My es. I rst placed these speakers in a 12
review set included the MR4 (x2), MR1 by 14 foot room and they could not have
(x2), MR Centre and MRW10 subwoofer, looked better. The polished look of the
for a total system price of $1656. As with black oak vinyl suits a variety of décor
many speaker products today, the MR Se- and is easy to clean. This oorstanding
ries is designed in the home country and speaker’s tweeter lined up just below my
manufactured in China to be competi- ear level when seated and the midbass/
tively priced. The MR Series uses trick- bass drivers were aimed at me, as if they
le-down technology from the company’s were about to unleash a sound unheard of
high end speakers and promises to stay in this small space. The technology hightrue to Monitor Audio’s sound. Let’s take lights of the MR4 consist of the C-CAM
a closer look at each of the models used in tweeter and the MMP II driver cone. The
1 inch gold dome C-CAM (Ceramic-Coatthis review.
The MR4 is a non-obtrusive 2.5-way ed Aluminium/Magnesium) tweeter is
oor-standing loudspeaker which stands both rigid and light enough to be used for
about 34 inches tall, and has a depth of a tweeter. It has a much higher resistance
just above 10 inches. Its non-dominating to exing and twisting during operation
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compared to a conventional cone. Monitor Audio claims the tweeter’s high frequency extension can deliver detail all the
way up to 30 kHz. The C-CAM tweeter
is housed in its own chamber to eliminate
unwanted resonances. The result is improved stereo imaging during playback.
The two 6.5 inch MMP II (Metal Matrix
Polymer) cones in each MR4 speaker also
follow Monitor Audio’s metal driver design. This driver’s stiffness is created by
applying a high pressure injection process,
infusing the polypropylene base with metallic particles. The drivers are afxed in
their own chambers and are optimised for
each MR loudspeaker. One is a mid-range
driver and the other is used for bass. Both
are said to improve past designs by offer-
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ing better off-axis response, life-like timber and better reproduction of the critical
frequency range for voices. The speaker
is front and rear-ported and comes with
removable port bungs (foam plugs) which
can be used to ne-tune the sound during speaker placement. A removable grill
is included with each speaker. The dual
speaker posts accept spades, banana plugs,
and bare wire; and allow for bi-wiring
and bi-amping - I did all of my listening
in a bi-wire conguration. The speakers
include a set of four spikes which should
be used to decrease the colouration of the
sound created by the oor.
The MR Centre includes the same technology found in the MR4 which of course
makes it a perfect match for the tower
speakers. It uses a 1 inch C-CAM tweeter
and two 5.5 inch MMP II bass/midrange
cones. The enclosure is sealed which
helps with bass tightness rather than depth
– the MR Centre is said to play down to
60 Hz. Bass tightness is important for a
centre channel to ensure that voices don’t
sound thick and heavy. The MR Centre
can be used in either a horizontally or vertically conguration. If I had the choice I
would place this speaker vertically, strictly for improved dispersion characteristics
but this may be difcult to accomplish in
most living rooms. The speaker includes
the same high quality posts as the MR4,
just without the bi-wire option. The grill
is also removable.
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The MR1 bookshelf speaker is attrac- degrees off centre. Monitor Audio rective in appearance and size. It has a solid ommends placement of each speaker at
feel because of its rigid cabinet bracing least 10 inches from the wall on all sides.
and it looks just as good, with the grills on Any speaker should really follow this
or off, as its larger siblings. If you can, I rule or expect the sound and soundstage
recommend keeping the grills off for both to become cloudy and less coherent. If
appearance and improved sound quality. this isn’t possible, the port bungs may be
The MR1 uses the same 1 inch C-CAM needed to ne-tune the sound. The centre
tweeter and 5.5 inch MMP II driver as the channel should be placed as close to the
MR Centre. The same high quality bind- listener’s head as possible, but if not posing posts ensure a strong grip on spades sible, ensure the speaker is angled up or
or bare wire. The MR1 is designed to down toward the listener’s ears, otherwise
be placed on a stand or a shelf - or to be you will experience serious dialogue intelmounted on the wall with a Monitor Au- ligibility problems. Subwoofer placement
will need to be determined in your own
dio wall mount.
The MRW10 subwoofer is equipped room using a variety of techniques (which
with a 10 inch MMP II driver and a 100 can be found in various articles on www.
watt class-D power amplier, which gives canadahi.com) and you are encouraged
it its punch. The subwoofer is surpris- to explore the best options for seamless
ingly small for the big sound it delivers, integration.
I tested these speakers on three different
outputting frequencies cleanly down to
about 30 Hz. Monitor Audio has not cut systems – one 2-channel system and two
corners with options on this sub. The am- home theatre setups. I’m a strong believer
plier has three power switch modes: On, that in order for speakers to perform their
Auto and Off. With the switch ‘On’, the best, they need to be fed with appropriate
subwoofer never turns off so it’ll always high quality amplication, ensuring that
be ready for bass, even if there is no LFE the front-end never fails to deliver clean
information for extended periods of time. power to the speakers. This being said,
The ‘Auto’ mode is intended for power just because the price of these speakers is
saving so it takes a signal to turn the sub- considered to be in the “affordable” range,
woofer on. When there is no signal for 10 don’t assume that mating them with a
to 15 minutes, the subwoofer switches to cheap AV receiver will simply do the trick.
a standby mode until a signal is received While the speakers will certainly produce
again. The ‘Off’ mode is exactly what sound, they won’t deliver the best sound
it sounds like – off. The MR4 speakers they’re capable of. These speakers will
aren’t considered to be ‘large’ full range easily differentiate between an entry-levspeakers, so leaving the subwoofer in el AV receiver and a higher-end preamp/
‘Auto’ makes most sense because bass amp combo, although of course the MR
management will direct low frequencies Series will reach their limit somewhere in
to the sub consistently. A switch is used between.
For stereo listening I connected the
to control phase at 0 or 180 degrees rather
a variable control, and most installs will speakers to my Ayre K-1xe preamp, a
require it at 0 degrees. A crossover bypass pair of Theta Enterprise monoblocks, the
switch is an advantage on this sub, since D-1xe CD player and the Clearaudio Somost installs will have the MRW10 work- lution turntable (outtted with a Benzing in conjunction with the AV receiver’s Micro Glider S cartridge. In a surround
subwoofer crossover control for advanced setting, I chose to run the speakers with
both high-end and entry-level electronics:
bass management.
The owner’s manual goes into good the high-end setup consisted of the Integra
detail about loudspeaker placement for DTC-9.8 surround preamp with ve Theta
stereo, 5.1 and 7.1 surround systems, in- Enterprise monoblocks, and the entry-levcluding tips about placement along the el setup used a Denon AVR-1706 receiver.
listening arc and toe-in. I followed the All of my impressions of sound below are
guidelines in my personal set-up which based on having the speakers connected to
placed the MR4s each at approximate- these different pieces of electronics. The
ly 30 degrees off centre with an 8 foot entry-level receiver did show restraint in
spread, and the MR1s between 135 to 150 dynamics, bass, and treble clarity through
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these speakers which was completely ex- in the mix at once. I found the MR4 to on the lower shelf below the TV. Raising
pected.
sound best in my room with a port bung the speaker up higher to the listening posiI rst listened to the small MR1 book- inserted in the rear port of the speaker (as- tion improved dialogue as did placing the
shelf speakers as a stereo pair. The mid sociated with the top driver). This gave speaker vertically below the TV, angled
range, where most vocals take place, is this the impression of greater bass extension up at the listening position. The centre
speaker’s strongest area. Bjork’s voice without sacricing midrange clarity. The speaker has similar sound characteristics
on her “Debut” album sounded realistic sound of both speakers was greatly im- as the MR1 but also appeared to have a
and the MR1 delivered the dynamic clar- proved when used with the grills off.
slightly greater sensitivity to placement.
ity within the recordings. In Tori Amos’
Of course the main purpose of this re- Again, experimentation will be needed in
‘Past the Mission’ on the “Under the Pink” view was to evaluate the MR Series in your room to get the best possible centre
album, her vocal clarity was convincingly a 5.1 surround conguration and this is channel sound.
good – in fact much better than I would what I proceeded to next. I listened to muThe Monitor Audio MR Series offers a
expect from a speaker at this price point. sic and watched movies with the speakers great step forward for those looking for
Male vocals on the other hand, depended connected to both my separate compo- an immersive sound experience from a
on the recording. Trent Reznor’s backing nents (calibrated with Audyssey Pro) and non-dominating speaker system at a very
vocals on the same track sounded throaty the entry-level AV receiver (set with a reasonable price point. I can honestly say
unless I installed the port bungs, which sound level meter). To squeeze the best that this system would beat most speakin effect made him more difcult to hear. performance out of any speaker system, ers that you’d nd in a big box store, even
Radiohead’s “In Rainbows” (45rpm vi- you’ll want to make sure that everything those sold at signicantly higher price
nyl) has Thom Yorke’s voice forward in is setup correctly. Listening to the Blu- points. These speakers are particularly
the mix as well. Without the port bungs, ray of “David Gilmour: Live at Royal Al- well suited for movie and surround music
the speakers had a bit more low-end ex- bert Hall” still brings a ood of emotions discs, and come with a subwoofer that’s
tension but exhibited heaviness with male when I hear the music. The MR4 speakers tight without much overhang or distorvoices. With the port bungs installed the had no difculties turning my room into tion. The speakers’ stiff cabinet feel and
effect was reduced with a slight percep- a concert hall and delivered the appro- weight is bound to get nods from the men.
tion that the bass didn’t extend as low. priate reverberation and liveliness of the Ladies will certainly appreciate the silver
Vocals in Pink Floyd’s “Wish You Were great musicians on stage. The loud rock and gold drivers – they are like jewels in
Here” album are recorded further back in of “Marilyn Manson: Guns, God, and a nice compact cabinet. When good apthe mix and David Gilmour sounded ne Government Live in L.A.” pumped out pearances and sound come together in an
amongst his guitar strums, bungs installed full-on aggression and sounded very dy- affordable package - everyone wins!
or not. You’ll need to test out your fa- namic. The MRW10 subwoofer blended
vourite recordings with the bung options. very well with the mains and did not dis- Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF ProfessionAcross different recordings, the speaker’s appoint. Where the MR4 and MR1 rolled al Video Calibrator/Instructor with The
limited bass response and splashy top end off, the MRW10 took over seamlessly. Highest Fidelity
reduced the soundstage clarity. The MR1s The subwoofer, seemingly endless in out- (905) 730-5996,
compact size and capabilities makes them put in moderately sized rooms, seemed to info@thehighestdelity.com,
best suited as surround speakers rather transform the MR4 into an entirely differ- www.thehighestdelity.com
than main speakers.
ent speaker. The two blended together as
quickinfo
The MR4 is a different story. Immediate- if they were one, and the sound punctuly I noticed a greatly wider and immersive ated dramatic effects on Blu-ray titles
soundstage on all recordings as well as a such as “Sherlock Holmes: A Game of
Monitor Audio
much tighter and focused centre image. Shadows” and “War Horse”. The MR
www.monitoraudio.ca
The music seemed to move around more, system was capable of good dynamics,
feel more uid and had room to breathe maybe just a bit stiff sounding during the
Distributed in Canada by Kevro
- no doubt due to the larger cabinet size. most intense scenes, but created satisfying
International, www.kevro.com
Bass extension was deeper and greater in sound as a whole. For those who prefer
(800) 667-6065 / (905) 428-2800
amplitude. I still couldn’t quite tap my dialogue driven lms, “Inglorious Basfoot along with the kick drum, but it was tards” and “Bridges of Madison County”
Monitor Audio MR Series
there this time among the other instru- (DVD) relied heavily on the MR Centre
Price (CAD):
ments. The midrange sounded near-iden- to do the work. Being a centre speaker
MR6 ($799/pair)
tical in tone to the MR1 but with greater is a tough job because good placement is
MR4 ($599/pair)
precision and spaciousness. The sounds often restrictive. The MR Centre did not
MR2 ($399/pair)
of cymbals now had a step up in clarity, like to be placed close to the oor. Doing
MR1 ($299/pair)
albeit sounded a little on the brassy side. so reduced dialogue intelligibility considMR Centre ($259 each)
Like the MR1, the MR4 still had some dif- erably. I often missed lines of dialogue
MRW10 subwoofer ($499 each)
culties reproducing complex passages in because of how the speaker was reacting
5.1 System as tested: $1,656
music when there are many tracks layered with the oor when placed horizontally
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